
A Magic Pill by Sarah Ranney 
 

Cast: 

DOCTOR, a psychiatrist. 

PATIENT, a patient. 

 

Setting: DOCTOR’s office. DOCTOR and PATIENT are sitting across from 

one another. 

 

DOCTOR: 

After listening to your story, 

I think we can make things easier for you. 

Have you ever thought about medication? 

It can be more effective than therapy alone. 

 

PATIENT:  

I don’t know, will it be safe? 

 

DOCTOR: 

Do you trust me? 

 

PATIENT: 

Wait, what? 

 

(An instrumental version of A Whole New World from Aladdin starts to 
play.) 

 

DOCTOR: 

I can give you the meds 

Zoloft, Lexapro, Prozac 

Tell me, patient, now when did 

You last let your brain turn off? 

 

I can quiet your mind 

Stop the depressive spirals 

There’s less sleeping and crying 

On a medicated mind 

 

A magic pill 

A new fantastic way to live 

Less thoughts to tell us no 

Or that we blow 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFgHbhFH3d0


Or say we’re constant failures 

 

PATIENT: 

A magic pill 

A mental pace I never knew 

But when I'm way down here 

It's crystal clear 

That now I need a magic pill from you 

 

DOCTOR: 

I'll prescribe a magic pill to you 

 

(The DOCTOR hands her a prescription.) 

 

PATIENT: 

A month into my new pill 

Not a whole lot of feeling 

Headaches, nausea, blurred vision 

Oh I think it might be time  

For a different pill  

 

(Alternating, quickly)  

 

DOCTOR: 

We’ll try new SSRIs 

 

PATIENT:  

New and different side effects  

 

DOCTOR: 

Give it time, it gets better 

 

PATIENT: 

I'll try most any med 

To fix my head 

I can't go back to where I used to be 

 

DOCTOR: 

A different pill 

 

PATIENT: 

Every script a surprise 

 



DOCTOR: 

With fresh Rxs to pursue 

 

PATIENT: 

Every option, a downside 

 

BOTH: 

However long it takes 

We’ll medicate 

I know I’ll find the magic pill with you 

 

DOCTOR: 

A magic pill 

 

PATIENT: 

A magic pill 

 

DOCTOR: 

We’ll try and see 

 

PATIENT: 

We’ll try and see 

 

DOCTOR: 

Might be a pain 

 

PATIENT: 

But we’ll fix my brain 

 

BOTH:  

At least mostly 

 

(The DOCTOR hands her another prescription as the music ends.) 

 

[Blackout.] 

 

 

 

 

 


